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So if you lack acreage, face community restrictions or are allergic to
high-wire gymnastics, consider an active antenna.

Ampliﬁcation Boost
Actives use a loop, rod (telescopic or ﬁxed) or short wire receiving
element to grab signals. These typically don’t provide much oomph,
so an ampliﬁer is added to make up the difference—the antenna then
becomes active. Most are ideal for townhouses, apartments and travel.
Some detached homes, too, as lawns shrink while houses balloon.
Too, if you erect a wire aerial, neighbors may grouse that it looks like a
clothesline.

Loop antennas
can turn noise
and static into
intelligibility.

Early actives were the Rodney Dangerﬁelds of antennas. They tended
to be noisy, overloaded easily, generated harmonic “false” signals and
deteriorated outdoors. They quickly earned a reputation for failing to
deliver.
Now, for 2009, there are plenty of solid choices. While these rarely
equal the performance of their outdoor wire cousins, the gap has narrowed considerably. Indeed, some occasionally outperform passive
wire antennas on lower frequencies during high-static periods.

Best: Remote Element
Active antennas are either proximate or remote. A proximate model
has its receiving element on or near an ampliﬁer box by the receiver.
A remote antenna, whether active or passive, allows the element to be
mounted farther away—either indoors or, with some models, outdoors
where reception tends to be audibly superior.
A remote model is the way to go. Its receiving element can be put
where electrical noise is weakest, yet radio signals are relatively
strong. Proximate models offer no such choice unless the receiver itself
is where reception is best.
Most electrical noise comes from within your house or neighborhood,
but not always. For example, some receivers emit electrical noise,

Yaesu’s pricey G-5500
rotor is the ne plus ultra
for Wellbrook’s ALA
1530 antenna. It not only
turns 360 degrees, it also
yaws—ideal for fastidious
mediumwave AM DXing.
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usually from the front panel’s digital display.
With these, a proximate antenna should be
placed towards the back or off to one side.

band of frequencies getting full ampliﬁcation. Problem is, outboard preselectors
almost always have controls that need
manual tweaking.

Loops Reduce Noise

There is a middle ground: High-pass and
band-rejection ﬁlters from Kiwa Electronics
and Par Electronics needs less operator intervention than a preselector. For example,
a ~2 MHz high-pass ﬁlter will usually squash
mediumwave AM “ghosts.”

Cognoscenti gravitate to loop antennas
because they tend to offer signals less disturbed by static and other noise. Too, they
are relatively directional, so they can be
pointed away from local electrical noise. All
this improves the signal-to-noise ratio—
especially within lower frequency segments.
Loops are antennas of choice for mediumwave AM and longwave DXing, as well.
Some government monitoring agencies even
use costly banks of passive phased-array
loops mounted near ground level. These
outclass even massive rotatable beams, as
they provide signals eerily devoid of noise.
Wellbrook loops stand out among affordable models, as they use a balanced loop
receiving element, properly uncoupled from
the unbalanced feedline, and can roost
outdoors. During high-static months their
superior signal-to-noise ratios can make
the difference between hearing static and
understanding what’s being said. The catch:
They tend to be larger and more conspicuous than the alternatives.
Most active antennas are designed for tabletop models, but not all. Degen’s DE31, also
sold as the Kaito KA33 and with variations
under the Thieking brand, is a low-cost option for casual portable use. Kaito’s KA35,
too.
Sony’s AN-LP1 is el supremo for portables.
Although it almost certainly has been
discontinued, it is still available worldwide
from a proven vendor.

Preselection vs. Broadband
Broadband ampliﬁers can cause all sorts of
mischief. Some add noise and spurious signals, such as “ghosting” from the mediumwave AM band. Yet others have too much
gain and overload receiver circuitry.
These shortcomings are palliated by tunable
or switchable preselection, which limits the

How Much Gain?
One way to judge an active antenna is simply by how much gain it provides. But that’s
like judging a car only by its horsepower.
An active antenna should provide signal
levels comparable to those from a good
passive wire antenna. Any less, and receiver
circuit noise may intrude. Too much, and the
receiver’s circuitry—maybe the antenna’s,
too—might overload.
Like Smucker’s, it needs to be just right.

How You Can Help
Buying an antenna is only step one. Following that are things you can do to ensure the
antenna reaches its full potential:
• Active antennas work best off batteries,
which avoid hum and buzz caused by AC
mains power. But if your antenna uses an
AC adaptor, keep it and electrical cords
away from the receiving element and
feedline. If there’s hum or buzz anyway,
try a different AC adaptor from someplace
like Jameco.com.
Electrically quiet AC adaptors are getting
hard to come by, thanks to legislation
reducing power consumption. These rules
effectively mandate potentially noisy
switching-type power supplies by outlawing the inherently quiet transformer
variety. Some of the newer switching
adaptors emit less “hash,” but you can
determine this only by ﬁrsthand testing.
• Antenna performance is one third technology, another third geography and
geology, and a third part installation.
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PASSPORT reports on the first and gives
tips on the third. Yet, much depends on
the second: local conditions.
You can boost the odds by seeing how the
receiving element performs at different
spots—sometimes just moving it a few
yards or meters can make a real difference. Jerry-rig the antenna until you’re
satisﬁed the best spot has been found,
then mount it properly.
• Finally, if your radio has multiple antenna
inputs, try each to see which works best.

What PASSPORT’s Ratings Mean
Star ratings: ***** is best. To help
in deciding, star ratings for active antennas
can be compared directly against those for
passive wire antennas in PASSPORT REPORTS.
Stars reﬂect overall world band performance
and meaningful features, plus to a lesser
extent ergonomics and build quality. Price,
appearance, country of manufacture and the
like are not taken into account.

Passport’s Choice. La crème de la

crème. Our test team’s personal picks of
the litter—what we would buy or have for
our personal use. Unlike star ratings, these
choices are unapologetically subjective.

¢: A relative bargain, with decidedly more
performance than the price would suggest.
Listed in descending order of merit. Unless
otherwise indicated each has a one-year
warranty.

Retested for 2009

****½

Passport’s Choice

Wellbrook ALA 100

Head amp and control unit; requires
exceptionally large homemade outdoor
loop. Active, remote, broadband,
0.05–30 MHz
Pricing: £139.00 plus £5.00 shipping in
the United Kingdom and Eire. £139.00 plus
£15.00 shipping elsewhere.

Wellbrook ALA 100 customers have to construct their
own receiving elements. Originally we made ours square,
but its bottom drooped. Now it’s a sag-free octagon.
J.R. Sherwood

Pros: Exceptionally quiet on four counts:
1) very large 40-foot/12.2-meter circumference loop receiving element and relatively
low-gain ampliﬁer combine to produce the
best signal-to-noise ratio, notably above
10 MHz, of any active model tested; 2) unusually low pickup of thunderstorm static,
especially below 8 MHz during and near local summer; 3) balanced loop design inherently helps reduce pickup of local electrical
noise; and 4) pronounced directional pickup
pattern allows for superior nulling of local
electrical noise and co-channel interference on mediumwave AM and to a lesser
extent throughout the shortwave spectrum,
thanks to receiving element’s exceptional
size (see Cons). Forty-foot/12.2 meter
loop places resonant frequency at 23 MHz,
where there is little activity, which reduces
stress on antenna’s ampliﬁer and results in
exceptional pickup level. Overall shortwave
performance, especially quietness, makes
it unusually complementary to passive
outdoor wire antennas. Superior build
quality. Supplied Stancor STA-300R 117V
AC adaptor among best tested for freedom
from hum or buzzing (220V adaptor not
tested). Although any large loop inherently
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susceptible to inductive pickup of local
thunderstorm static, our antenna’s ampliﬁer has not suffered static damage from
storms; even nearby one kilowatt shortwave
transmissions cause no harm. Protected
circuitry, using easily replaced 315 mA fuse.
Superior factory support. Easier to ship and
less costly than most other tested Wellbrook
loops.
Cons: Signiﬁcant undertaking to install,
as quasi-kit ALA 100 requires construction of 26–59 foot/8–18 meter homemade
loop receiving element. For decent results,
receiving element should be mounted outdoors, another installation burden; too, if
element’s framework made from white PVC
it can be an eyesore (gray PVC electrical
conduit, although less robust, could be substituted). Only moderate gain for reception
within such modest-signal areas as Western
Hemisphere, Asia and Australasia—a drawback only with receivers having relatively
noisy circuitry. Loop size makes rotation
exceptionally difﬁcult, so beneﬁts of high
directivity are a challenge to fully realize.
BNC connector at the receiving element’s
base is open to weather, needing to be usersealed with Coax Seal, electrical putty or
similar. Encapsulated ampliﬁer makes repair
impossible. Manufacturer cautions against
allowing sunlight to damage head ampliﬁer’s plastic housing; yet, after years of
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intense exposure at our high-UV main test
site, Wellbrook’s plastic seems no worse
for wear than any other outdoor antenna’s
plastic. Coaxial cable not supplied. Available
for purchase or export only two ways: from
the Welsh manufacturer (www.wellbrook.
uk.com), using a pounds or dollars cheque
or International Money Order; or with credit
card via an English dealer’s unsecured email
address (sales@shortwave.co.uk).

☞ Star rating and evaluation applies to
loop receiving element of around 40 feet/12
meters in circumference; at this size, directive pattern is 90 degrees different above
20 MHz. Performance drops with noticeably
smaller receiving elements, but then that’s
why the ALA 100M (below) was created.
Verdict for 2009: The more we use this
unusual antenna, the more we covet it.
Quietness is its hallmark, with all manner of
atmospheric, ampliﬁer and local electrical
noises diminishing to sotto voce so weak stations can stand out and be heard.
Size matters, and this quasi-kit can get
seriously big by active antenna standards.
Indeed, it almost occupies a “neither” world
between compact active antennas and
lengthy passive wire antennas. This makes
it a major slog to construct and install. It
also makes it relatively susceptible to damage from extreme weather events.

DECEPTION

Listeners facing antenna restrictions have concocted a dog’s breakfast of camouﬂaged
and low-visibility outdoor wire antennas. Some, hidden in the open, look like clotheslines
or are woven into volleyball nets. Yet others are tucked underneath awnings or canopies.
Spooks-at-heart play to urban apathy by hanging varnished thin-wire antennas, then waiting to see what happens.
Modest passive stealth antennas can perform surprisingly well when mated to the $100
MFJ-1020C/Vectronics AT-100. Just remove its telescopic antenna and—voilà—it becomes
a tunable active preselector that outperforms comparably priced nominal preselectors.
Even regular active antennas can sometimes pass muster. One creative Australian went
so far as to tell a curious neighbor that his loop antenna was “art sculpture”—it worked!
Deep pockets? If you want something James Bondish, the SGC Stealth Antenna Kit (not
tested) from wsplc.com is £299.95 in the United Kingdom, $495.24 plus shipping overseas. Stirred, of course, not shaken.
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Greater size impacts performance, too. The
loop receiving element’s length that we
chose provides full-wave resonance around
20–30 MHz, which is why it has better
pickup than the ALA-100M except below
5 MHz. This resonance also alters the directive pattern by 90 degrees above 20 MHz.
For 2009 we replaced the ALA 100’s original
square loop receiving element with one
that is octagonal (we also used octagonal
with the ALA 100M). Reception results are
unchanged, but pipe bending from weight
has been all but eliminated; too, in principle
this should make it more resistant to wind
and ice.
If installation, size, appearance and purchase hurdles don’t deter you, you won’t
ﬁnd a better active model than the Britishmade Wellbrook ALA 100. If you already
use a passive outdoor wire antenna, this
model’s unique receiving characteristics
should be deliciously complementary.

An octagon shape is nigh ideal for the Wellbrook ALA

New for 2009

****½

Passport’s Choice

Wellbrook ALA 100M

Head amp and control unit; requires
large homemade outdoor loop. Active,
remote, broadband, 0.05–30 MHz
Pricing: £139.00 plus £5.00 shipping in
the United Kingdom and Eire. £139.00 plus
£15.00 shipping elsewhere.
Pros: Unusually quiet because: 1) large
20-foot/6.1-meter circumference loop
(receiving element) and relatively low-gain
ampliﬁer result in superior signal-to-noise
ratio for an active model; 2) unusually low
pickup of thunderstorm static, especially
below 8 MHz during and near local summer; 3) balanced loop design inherently
helps reduce pickup of local electrical noise;
and 4) relatively directional pickup pattern
allows for nulling local electrical noise and
co-channel interference on mediumwave
AM—also, world band stations can be directionally peaked and attenuated even within
higher reaches of shortwave spectrum (see
Cons). Gain similar to ALA 100 in roughly

100M’s receiving element.

J.R. Sherwood

the lower third of shortwave spectrum and
within 3 dB below 5 MHz (see Con). Overall
shortwave performance, especially quietness, makes it unusually complementary
to passive outdoor wire antennas. Performance virtually identical to ALA 100 within
mediumwave AM band, except “M” model’s
smaller loop makes rotation less difﬁcult.
Superior build quality. Supplied Stancor
STA-300R 117V AC adaptor among best
tested for freedom from hum or buzzing
(220V adaptor not tested). Although any
large loop inherently susceptible to inductive pickup of local thunderstorm static,
our antenna’s ampliﬁer has not suffered
static damage from storms; even nearby one
kilowatt shortwave transmissions cause no
harm. Also can be used to some extent on
trips by taking along 10–20 feet (3–6 meters)
of wire, forming it into a makeshift triangular receiving element, then hanging it from
a tree or balcony. Protected circuitry, using
easily replaced 315 mA fuse. Superior factory support. Easier to ship and less costly
than most other tested Wellbrook loops.
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Cons: Lower gain than ALA 100 within
shortwave spectrum above 5 MHz or so; differences range from 3–6 dB below 12 MHz
to as much as 20 dB above 20 MHz. Signiﬁcant undertaking to install, as quasi-kit
ALA 100M requires construction of 10–33
foot/3–10 meter homemade loop receiving element. For decent results, receiving
element should be mounted outdoors,
another installation burden; too, if element’s
framework made from white PVC it can be
an eyesore (gray PVC electrical conduit,
although less robust, could be substituted).
Only moderate gain for reception within
such modest-signal areas as Western Hemisphere, Asia and Australasia—a drawback
only with receivers having relatively noisy
circuitry. Loop size makes rotation difﬁcult,
so beneﬁts of directivity are not easy to
fully realize. BNC connector at the receiving
element’s base open to weather, needing
to be user-sealed with Coax Seal, electrical putty or similar. Encapsulated ampliﬁer
makes repair impossible. Manufacturer
cautions against allowing sunlight to damage head ampliﬁer’s plastic housing; yet,
our tests indicate that Wellbrook’s plastic
seems no worse for wear than any other
outdoor antenna’s plastic. Coaxial cable not
supplied. Available for purchase or export
only two ways: from the Welsh manufacturer (www.wellbrook.uk.com), using a
pounds or dollars cheque or International
Money Order; or with credit card via an
English dealer’s unsecured email address
(sales@shortwave.co.uk).

☞ Star rating and evaluation applies to loop
receiving element of around 20 feet/12 meters in circumference. Performance should
vary to some extent at different lengths.
Verdict: A winner, and can even be conﬁgured for use on trips.
This unusually quiet active antenna is
eclipsed only slightly by its yet-larger ALA
100 sibling with varying degrees of higher
gain. However, the ALA 100M is easier to
construct and less susceptible to damage
from wind and ice. Too, it has less visual
impact than its larger ’100 sibling.
Evaluation of New Model: For last year’s
tests the primary loop was formed into a

RADIO
square using half-inch (13 mm) PVC. However, this year the PVC was cut into shorter
lengths and formed into an octagon with
ﬁve-foot (1.5 meter) sides and 45-degree
elbows. Fourteen-gauge (1.9 mm) insulated copper wire was used again, as it has
very low electrical resistance yet is pliable
enough to be bent inside the PVC—a better
long-term solution than dressing the wire
outside with zip/twist ties, in part to avoid
deterioration from UV rays. A “T” in the
middle of the loop’s bottom allows the wires
to egress and connect to the head ampliﬁer.
Best is to dress the antenna wire while you
assemble the loop, as it is nearly impossible
to pull wire around so many bends.
To facilitate repair, PVC ﬁttings can be held
together with self-tapping stainless screws
rather than glue (ﬁle the screw tips smooth
so they can’t puncture the wire insulation).
This was underscored when a 20-hour 70
mph (112 kph) wind brought our new loop
crashing to the ground, breaking an elbow.
Repair was cheap and relatively quick.
The ALA 100M also works as a triangle loop
on certain types of trips, if you’re determined enough. Take along a roll of wire—
perhaps also four or ﬁve dowels and PVC
sleeves for the triangle’s bottom leg if you
want to be fancy, duct tape or string if you
don’t—then form it into a 10–20 foot (3–6
meter) hillbilly receiving element. Hang it
from a convenient tree or balcony—point or
ﬂat-side up makes little difference in reception, so go with what’s easier to hang. Not
quite plug-and-play, but the results more
than make up for the effort.
The ALA 100M performs admirably for a
single basic reason: Ampliﬁcation is moderate, while the passive capture area of the
loop receiving element is quite large. The
result is that it mixes much of the virtue of a
passive wire antenna with the quietness and
directionality of a loop design.
It is unusually quiet, making it an excellent
singleton antenna for tuning weak signals.
Even better, if circumstances permit, is to
have it as a second antenna to complement
a ﬁrst-rate passive wire antenna such as the
Alpha-Delta DX-Ultra.
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Passport’s Choice

Wellbrook ALA 330S

Outdoor-indoor loop. Active, remote,
broadband, 2.3–30 MHz
Pricing: ALA 330S: £199.00 plus £10.00
shipping in the United Kingdom and Eire.
£199.00 plus £33.00 shipping elsewhere. TV
or ham single-axis aftermarket rotor: $70 and
up in the United States (see ☞).
Pros: Among the best signal-to-noise
ratios, including at times reduced pickup
of thunderstorm static, on all shortwave
frequencies, of any active model tested;
low-noise/low-static pickup characteristics
most noticeable below 8 MHz, especially
during local summer, when it sometimes
outperforms sophisticated outdoor wire
antennas. Higher shortwave gain (above
3 MHz) than sibling ’1530/’1530+, which
helps get signals into a better AGC range
on most receivers. Balanced loop design
inherently reduces pickup of local electrical
noise; additionally, aluminum loop receiving
element can be afﬁxed to a low-cost TV or
ham aftermarket rotor to improve reception by directionally nulling local electrical
noise and, to a lesser degree, static. Rotatability also can slightly reduce co-channel
shortwave interference below 4 or 5 MHz
and to even at times on higher frequencies.
Superior build quality, including rigorous
weatherprooﬁng (see Cons). Supplied 117V
AC adaptor (Stancor STA-300R) among best
tested for freedom from hum or buzzing (see
Cons). Although any large loop is inherently susceptible to inductive pickup of local
thunderstorm static, during our tests of the
prior and current versions the antenna’s
ampliﬁer has never suffered static damage
during storms; indeed, even nearby one
kilowatt shortwave transmissions have not
damaged it. Protected circuitry, using an
easily replaced 315 mA fuse. Superior factory support.
Cons: Only moderate gain for reception
within such modest-signal areas as Western Hemisphere, Asia and Australasia—a
drawback only with receivers having relatively noisy circuitry. Slightly less gain than

Wellbrook’s ALA 330S targets world band performance.
It needs less space than an ALA 100M, too.
J.R. Sherwood

ALA 1530 within little-used 2.3–2.5 MHz
(120 meter) tropical world band segment,
a drawback only with receivers having
relatively noisy circuitry. Mediumwave
AM gain signiﬁcantly inferior to that of the
’1530. Flange for loop receiving element has
metric pipe threading; U.S. users may need
to re-thread. Loop receiving element, about
one meter across, is large and cumbersome to ship. Mounting mast and optional
aftermarket rotor add to cost and complexity (see ☞). BNC connector at the receiving
element’s base is open to the weather, thus
needs to be user-sealed with Coax Seal,
electrical putty or similar. Encapsulated
ampliﬁer makes repair impossible. Manufacturer cautions against allowing high winds
to stress mounting ﬂange; however, one of
our units survived 90+ mph (145+ km/h)
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winds until the locally procured pipe coupling to which we had attached the antenna
snapped. Manufacturer cautions against allowing sunlight to damage head ampliﬁer’s
plastic housing; yet, after years of intense
exposure at a high-UV PASSPORT test site,
Wellbrook’s plastic seems no worse for the
wear than any other outdoor antenna’s
plastic. Adaptor supplied for 117V AC runs
very warm after being plugged in for a few
hours, while ampliﬁer tends to run slightly
warm; nonetheless, after years of use at
PASSPORT test facility, neither has acted up.
No coaxial cable supplied. Available for
purchase or export only two ways: from
the Welsh manufacturer (www.wellbrook.
uk.com), using a pounds or dollars cheque
or International Money Order; or with credit
card via an English dealer’s unsecured email
address (sales@shortwave.co.uk).

☞ The standard mast size for a Channel Master or other television rotor in the
United States is at least one inch, about
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twice that of the Wellbrook. Some kind of
glued PVC or other improvised couplings or
sleeves are needed to make the conversion.
Verdict: This excellent active antenna
shines when it comes to reducing the
impact of static and noise on weak signals
below 8 MHz.
For limited-space situations, and even to
complement passive wire antennas on large
properties, the ’330S is hard to equal. However, if your receiver tends to sound “hissy”
with weak signals, then it probably needs
an antenna which gives even more gain so
it can overcome internal receiver noise. Of
course, with top-rated receivers this should
not be an issue.
For best reception the antenna should be
mounted outdoors, away from the house
and afﬁxed to a rotor. However, this is more
important with the ALA 1530 (below) when
used for longwave and mediumwave AM
reception.

REMOTE

ANTENNA

When a remote active antenna is installed properly it can perform very well. The bad
news is that if you have space outdoors to mount it properly, you may also have room for
a passive wire antenna that will perform better, yet. Maybe cheaper, too.
Here are three tips on placing remote models, but creativity rules:
• Outdoors, put the receiving element in the clear, away from objects. Metal degrades
performance, so especially keep it away from metal and, if possible, use a nonconductive mast or capped PVC pipe. Optimum height from ground is usually around 10–25
feet/3–8 meters. Here, “ground” refers to the electrical ground—not only terra ﬁrma,
but also buildings and the like.
If a mast is impractical try a tree. Although sap is electrically conductive, this is a
reasonable fallback, especially with hardwood deciduous varieties other than sugar
maple. You may have to do some trimming to keep leaves or needles away from the
receiving element.
• If yard placement is impractical, put the receiving element outdoors as far as you
dare. In a high rise consider using a balcony or someplace just outside a window. For
example, if the receiving element is a telescopic or ﬁxed rod, point it away from the
building 70 degrees or so, like a wall ﬂagpole. If you reside on the top ﬂoor, the roof
may also be a good bet.
If outdoor placement is out of the question, try the attic if the roof isn’t foil-insulated or
metal. With larger models this beats having it hog an entire room.
• If all else fails afﬁx the receiving element against the inside-center of a large window.
Radio signals, like light, sail right through glass.
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What’s not to like? An ordering procedure
that’s inconvenient and démodé. There are
no dealers outside the United Kingdom,
and there is still no secure way for those
elsewhere to order by credit card on the
Internet.
Overall, the ’330S isn’t in the same league
as top-rated outdoor wire antennas. However, it can outperform even those antennas with some static-prone signals or when
local electrical noise is a problem—provided
it is erected properly.

***7⁄ 8

Passport’s Choice

Wellbrook ALA 1530+, Wellbrook ALA
1530, Wellbrook ALA 1530P
Outdoor-indoor loop. Active, remote,
broadband, 0.15–30 MHz
Pricing: ALA 1530+/ALA 1530+P: £180.00
plus £10.00 shipping in the United Kingdom
and Eire, £33.00 shipping elsewhere. ALA
1530/ALA 1530P: £159.00 plus £10.00 shipping in the United Kingdom and Eire, £33.00
shipping elsewhere. Yaesu G-5500/G-5500B
twin-axis aftermarket rotor: $639.95 in the
United States. CAD$739.00 in Canada.
£449.95 in the United Kingdom. €549.00 in
Germany. TV or ham single-axis aftermarket
rotor: $70 and up in the United States (see
third ☞).
Pros: At comparable levels of performance,
covers not only shortwave but also mediumwave AM and longwave (see Cons).
Superb mediumwave AM and longwave
when coupled to a Yaesu G-5500/G-5500B
aftermarket rotor with twin-axis directionality, and almost as good with single-axis TV
or ham rotor; also, any rotor can slightly
reduce co-channel shortwave interference
below 4 or 5 MHz and even occasionally
on higher frequencies. Very nearly the best
signal-to-noise ratio among active models
tested, including reduced pickup of thunderstorm static. Balanced loop design inherently helps reduce pickup of local electrical
noise. Low-noise/low-static pickup characteristic most noticeable below 8 MHz
during summer, when it sometimes outperforms sophisticated outdoor wire antennas.

The Wellbrook ALA 1530+ is an excellent mediumwave
AM performer. World band, too, if local signals aren’t
too strong.

D. Walcutt

Slightly more gain than sibling ALA 330S
within little-used 2.3–2.5 MHz (120 meter)
tropical world band segment. Superior build
quality, including rigorous weatherprooﬁng
(see Cons). Supplied AC adaptor, properly
bypassed and regulated, is among the best
tested for freedom from hum or buzzing (see
Cons). Although any large loop’s ampliﬁer is
inherently susceptible to inductive pickup of
local thunderstorm static, during our tests
the antenna’s amp never suffered static
damage during storms; indeed, even nearby
one kilowatt shortwave transmissions
did no damage to the antenna ampliﬁer.
Protected circuitry, using an easily replaced
315 mA fuse. Superior factory support. ALA
1530+: Nominal full-spec operating frequency range of 50 kHz to 100 MHz. Nominal
mediumwave AM IP3 improvement resulting
from nominal faint drop in mediumwave AM
gain. ALA 1530: Nominal full-spec operating
frequency range of 150 kHz (30 kHz with
reduced sensitivity) to 30 MHz.
Cons: Extended frequency range, as compared to sibling ’330S, can result in mediumwave AM signals surfacing within the

